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The automated NukAlert-ER Fallout Measurement Station is a simple, inexpensive fixture for 
continuous internet reporting of radioactive fallout intensity.  Fallout particles are captured and 
held in the 1 square meter filter bed for measurement.   A wide range NukAlert-ER Geiger 
counter is mounted in the vertical pipe section with the Geiger tube 1 meter above the filter bed..  
The three layer filter simulates the properties of soil for fallout collection.  An artificial turf top 
layer catches large lightweight particles and ash, preventing wind from blowing them off.  The 
middle absorbent layer holds up to 7mm of rainfall to retain soluble isotopes.  Particles down to 
1 micron are caught by the lower filter layer.  The replaceable triangular filter frames are 
reinforced with a metal mesh.  The pipe section (which is easily removed for calibration 
exchange) houses the detector, Gateway communication device, Power Over Ethernet splitter, 
and environmental control.    Station power and communication is through a single Cat 5 
Ethernet cable.  Lightning protection is provided at the mid span POE injector / lightning 
arrester.  Cat 5 cable or fiber optics may be run from the POE injector to the internet router.  
The station can feed data in ANSI N42.42-2012 format to 3 database URLs simultaneously.  
The measured dose rate can be read as a BACnet analog value by compatible building control 
systems (BAS) for alarming and automatic shutdown of building ventilation (HVAC) when 
radiation above a set threshold is detected.  The NukAlert Automated Fallout Measurement 
Station is able to autonomously feed data to the RadResponder Network, and to accomplish 
Task 5.5 of the Rad Resilient City Initiative. 
 

Applications: Military installations, hospitals, schools, universities, public buildings, corporate buildings, 
data centers, embassies, medical centers, EOCs, public buildings, public shelters, airports, transportation 
hubs, federal buildings such as post offices, and all critical infrastructure buildings, nuclear power 
installations, weather stations, private homes and buildings, and command and control centers.  
 

Specifications: 
Station footprint:  52” X 52”, 64” height 
Station weight:    75 pounds (UPS shippable - Easy assembly) 
Roof mounting method:  1' diameter heavy rubber pods   (may be bonded to roof with removable RTV) 
Operating environment:  -40°C to +65°C,  0 to 100% humidity 
Power requirement:  Power Over Ethernet,   48VDC max at 0.5A 
Radiation detection instrument:  NukAlert-ER  
Measurement range:  1µR/hr to 600R/hr ±20%,  

No saturation below 1000R/hr  

Supplied with: 50' Outdoor Cat-5 & 50' Fiber optic cables, POE Injector and Fiber-Ethernet converters 

http://www.apogeecomgrp.com/
https://www.radresponder.net/logon.aspx
https://www.radresponder.net/logon.aspx
http://www.radresilientcity.org/checklist/action5/action5-fallout-map-sys.html
https://www.apogeevideo.com/personal-radiation-detectors/35/nukalert-extended-range-er-radiation-detector-detail
https://www.apogeevideo.com/personal-radiation-detectors/35/nukalert-extended-range-er-radiation-detector-detail
https://www.apogeevideo.com/personal-radiation-detectors/53/nukalert-afs-detail

